O. Introduction
Rigorous proofs of the convergence of the simulated annealing process in the original formulation have only been given in the case of a finite state space. In Geman and Hwang [5] the idea of a stochastic search of a minimlun was cast in the form of solving a stochastic differential equation describing diffusion, together with a proof of the weak convergence of the process. Kushner [11] and others study generalizations of the process considered in [5] .
The aim of this paper is to generalize the definition of the stochastic process corresponding to the original simulated annealing algorithm to the case of an arbitrary state space and study the weak convergence of the process. The results are expressed in terms of the generating distributions and the sequence of successive temperature parameters. At the same time we obtain estimates for the (Dobrushin) coefrcient of ergodicity for an nth iterate of some important kinds of generating distributions. These estimates are also of independent interest.
For most of the results the proofs are only sketched here. For full proofs see [6] .
Generalization of the discrete simulated annealing
We recall the discrete simulated annealing algorithm. The simulated annealing process is a time-inhomogeneous Markov chain on the configuration space 9 : {L,2,...,N}, generated by N x N-matrices Q and g. Here Q is a given (transition) probability matrix, the generat ing distribution. The name derives from the fact that Qi; gives the probability of testing the state j after the current state i. The acceptance probability g controls the acceptance of new states for the process. In the original simulated annealing algorithm q is specified according to the In the sequel we study the convergence of the Markov process associated with (1.4) allowirL1 I to be completely arbitrary. More specifically let I : (9,d,m) be a state space, i.e. m is a probability measure on a o-algebra .d C P(9) of the set 9. By L : L(9) we denote the set of all probability measures on the space (9,d). The norm llpll of a measure pr is always the total variation norm.
We denote by Op(9) the set of all transition probability functions (t.p.f's) on the space (9 , L). The function to be minimized (the energy function) can be any bounded measurable mapping f : I --R. For Routine verifications show that t.p.f's P; are well defined. The symmetry of Q implies that the Bolzman distribution is an equilibrium distribution for Pl. BV considering separately the cases /(") S f (r), f (r) 2 /(r) it is easy to see that the 'detailed balance equation' "-IG)lrq (x,c,;) : "-f@)l'rq(w,r) holds. Using this and the symmetry of Q it is easy to see that the operator 4 has the equilibrium distribution zr;, r;(d,u) : C;e-f (') lT; m(4w),, ( 1.6) where Ci is the normalization constant, Ci: (lre-f@)lr'*@.))-' > 0. lln, -o,-r ll : lrlurr,)/r-(e1e/7,))-' -"t!)/r--t (4g1r*-r))-'l-(ar;, and estimate the integrand as follows: Here ps : 6oQ p, 66 being the Dirac delta measure at 0.
Suppose next that p e Ä(R"). In a natural way p defines a measure p on 9" via the canonical surjection 9: Rn ---+ 9n; rr@) : p(g-'@)).
We call fi, e L(9") the retarded distribution corresponding to the distribution p e Å(R") (actually we need the concept of the retarded distribution only in order to define the normal distribution on ,9").
The following theorem involves the most important types of generating distributions. The main content of the above formulae is that they describe the relation of the width o and an appropriate choice of the temperature sequence (?6). [11]
